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Germany in the next decade:
Ambition and potential
Germany/the EU’s role as geopolitical player is not expected to advance
markedly. At the onset of this decisive election year, Germany finds itself
confronted with an increasingly multipolar world, a weakened liberal, rule-based
world order and rapid technological change. Germany’s future political role will to
a large extent be defined by the EU’s global role, while at the same time Germany
will be instrumental in shaping the latter. Despite its recent push for strategic
autonomy the EU’s balancing act in the China-US rivalry might become untenable.
How to future-proof Germany's economic model – insights from our SWOT
analysis. Against this challenging global backdrop, the next government has to be
well aware of how to improve Germany’s strengths and work on its weaknesses:
(i) deepening of the EU (digital) single market, (ii) wisely using its fiscal space,
(iii) keeping the competitive edge in advanced manufacturing and (iv) safeguarding social cohesion. While at the same time, it is crucial to improve the
digital infrastructure, raise potential growth and further develop VC markets. Key
threats stem from rising economic nationalism and an accelerated Green-tech/AI
race.
A revival of multilateralism seems rather unlikely to materialize given continued
strategic and systemic power rivalries between China and the US. The EU is set to
remain a champion for multilateralism. However, it will continue to step up its
defenses with respect to trade and investment policies. Global tech standards, the
free flow of data and a supranational regulatory framework for climate policies
(path to a global CO2 price range) remain wishful thinking. Moreover, a certain
degree of decoupling between the US and China is likely to continue.
Germany is falling behind as a research and innovation power house. With
respect to Green-tech, Germany is well positioned to keep technological
leadership and reap the benefits of adopting the technologies by exporting
competitive products. An important outlier is the evolution of foreign regulatory
frameworks and industrial policy initiatives. In terms of big data and AI, the picture
looks less rosy. Germany (and the EU) are unlikely to catch up in the AI race.
They struggle, in particular, to transfer AI research into viable business models
and applications.
Complacency or reactive policies are no options for the new government –
"High-Tech Made in Germany" might turn out to be an upside scenario. Strong
reform effort of both the government and corporate sector is needed in order to
secure Germany’s place in the "best-of-all-worlds" scenario. This requires a
proper allocation of R&D investments, reaping the benefits of industrial data and
an accelerated diffusion of cross-sectoral technologies like AI.
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Which role might Germany play in an increasingly
multipolar world?
Shift of economic power accelerated
by the pandemic
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At the onset of this decisive election year, Germany finds itself confronted with an
increasingly multipolar world, a (permanently) weakened liberal, rule-based world
order and rapid technological change. The global shift in economic power has been
accelerated by the COVID-19 pandemic. China will have overtaken the EU and
UK in terms of economic size in the course of the next two years (see Chart 1).
However, how global power will be distributed by the end of this decade cannot be
answered by solely extrapolating potential real GDP growth rates. It also depends
on the mix (and interplay) of the main players’ technological supremacy (AI and
Green-tech), regulatory power of setting standards, leverage over critical
infrastructure and commodities, military capabilities, domestic stability and
financial leadership (e.g. currency status) (see Chart 2). Against the background of
a likely continued power rivalry between the US and China1 and rapid
technological change, we aim at kicking off a debate about possible trajectories
for the German economy in the post-Merkel era. Which role might Germany play
in such a multipolar world? What are the means to actively shape this role?
What are the strengths and weaknesses of its current economic model and how
can Germany prepare for threats and opportunities arising from this backdrop?
An increasingly multipolar world
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Germany ranking third in terms of
soft power

3

The list of labels that have been attributed to Germany with respect to its role on the
global stage is long and well-known: “Europe’s sleeping giant”, “Status quo
power”, “Principled pragmatist”, “Reliable partner” and “Europe’s reluctant
leader” to name only a few. These labels are either point-in-time assessments of the
situation in Germany or reflect changing perceptions and more so expectations of
foreign partners on Germany. It is impossible to forecast how Germany’s role by the
end of this decade will exactly look like. However, it is a relatively safe bet to say that
Germany’s global role will, to a large extent, be defined by the EU’s global role,
while at the same time Germany will be instrumental in shaping the latter.

Source : Soft Power Index Portland
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Munich consensus revisited – Germany’s
international role
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Germany and the EU: Lots of soft power, but little geopolitical sway
Germany: In the most recent soft power ranking, Germany continues to rank third
globally, only surpassed by France and the UK (see Chart 3). According to Joseph
Nye, who coined the term in the 1980s, soft power essentially reflects a country’s
ability to attract and persuade arising from a country’s culture, political ideals and
policies.2 A lot of Germany’s soft power stems from its political values, credible
institutions, commitment to global development goals, appeal of its engineering
prowess and not least Angela Merkel’s political gravitas and leadership style.
Zooming in from soft power to the question of Germany’s geopolitical role, we
first assess trends in Germany’s foreign policy stance and then in the EU’s. As
the key contemporary global challenges (climate change, digitalisation, geopolitical
power race, and migration) can only be tackled together with its European partners,
the two are closely interlinked.

Sources : Munich Security Conference, Deutsche Bank

A majority of Germans support an
internationally more active role
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The 50th Munich Security Conference in 2014 marks an important shift in
German foreign policy with assuming “more international responsibility” having
become a key foreign policy goal (see opening speech of former Federal
President Gauck on Jan 31, 2014). And indeed, over the last six years,
Germany contributed to different efforts of conflict resolution, started several
initiatives on the EU and global level (see Chart 4) and increased its defense
spending by about 21% according to NATO estimates. Seen from the outside,
Germany has not fundamentally increased its geopolitical role. It still falls short
of the expectations of many partners and observers, especially in terms of
defense and a more strategic policy stance.3
Germany’s reservations with respect to a more active geopolitical role are linked
to its history, which is still reflected in policymakers’ reluctance with respect to a
stronger leadership role and the public’s pronounced scepticism towards the use
of military force.4 Yet, the public attitude seems to be changing with a majority of
the public supporting Germany’s striving for a more active international (but not
necessarily military) role (see Chart 5). This assumption might be tested in the
upcoming federal election if diverging positions between the conservative CDU and
a potential Green coalition partner move center stage in the election campaign.
The EU’s push for strategic autonomy is not yet feasible
In 2016, the EU’s High Representative for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy
Federica Mogherini’s Global Strategy marked the shift away from the EU’s civilianpower-only identity and introduced the aspiration of “strategic autonomy for the
EU”. The interpretation of this concept with respect to security is vague and support
still varies greatly within the different member states – while France strongly
supports strategic autonomy, Germany and Poland emphasize the strategic
alliance with the US. Indeed, over the last couple of years the EU’s defense
capabilities have been somewhat strengthened: Defense cooperation has been
enhanced and the EUR 5 bn European Peace Facility adds more “hard power”
(FT, Dec 18, 2020). However, the US security umbrella is still indispensable in
guaranteeing the EU’s national security or as Timothy Garton Ash puts it:
“European sovereignty without America is a chimera.”
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Germany – most influential country
in EU policymaking
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Moreover, national foreign policies and Union-wide policies will continue to coexist
for the foreseeable future. The establishment of an EU security council, as proposed
by Merkel and Macron in 2016 (see FE, June 30, 2017) could “offer a framework in
which national policies and collective action could complement each other more
effectively”.5 In addition, the “coalition of the willing” format could be used more
often in case a Union-wide consensus is not attainable (e.g. Normandy Format like
in the Ukraine/Russia peace process). But as long as the 27 members must
unanimously decide on foreign and security policy issues, the EU’s role as a
geopolitical player is not expected to advance markedly.
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Germany and the EU: Future economic and regulatory leverage
hinges on the depth and size of the single market
The strategic and systemic rivalry between China and the US is mainly fought in the
geo-economic arena. Thus, it will be increasingly difficult for Germany and the EU
to separate trade and investment policies from foreign policy.

Source: ECFR - eucoalitionexplorer

German trade links with the US do no stand out compared
to other EU members
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x-axis: share of exports to the US, in %
y-axis: share of imports from the US, in %

Germany's China trade relations strongest compared to
other EU members
x-axis: share of exports to China, in %
y-axis: share of imports from China, in %
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The EU’s sovereignty agenda already reflects that it is multifaceted and also has an
economic, digital, health and climate angle.6 While the EU is set to remain a
champion for multilateralism, it has started to step up its defenses with respect to
trade and investment policies (e.g. Investment Screening Mechanism; updated EU
trade strategy from Feb 22). The single market is by far the EU’s biggest asset,
notwithstanding its remaining shortcomings e.g. challenges to cross-border ecommerce, national rules still restricting the free movement of goods and
services.7 Its size and depth determine the EU’s (and thus Germany’s) leverage
in trade and investment deals. In addition, the EU (and thus Germany) derives
regulatory power from the single market, what has been coined the “Brussels
effect” by Anu Bradford. In his paper from 2012, he emphasized that the “EU is
currently the only jurisdiction that can wield unilateral influence across a number
of areas of law – ranging from antitrust and privacy to health and environmental
regulation.“ However, eight years later, he questioned whether this ability to shape
global rules would extend to the digital economy as well – despite the first mover
advantage the EU experienced with the GDPR.8
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Thus, strengthening and deepening the single market (especially the digital single
market) is essential for the EU and Germany to retain leverage in trade and
investment policies. With the UK exiting the Union, Germany lost a free-market
proponent tilting the balance towards those members more inclined towards state
interventionism. By discussing how and when to exit huge pandemic-induced
fiscal stimulus and (industrial) policy interventions, Germany now has internalized
a debate that has been taking place on the EU level since the rise of China.
Majority of Europeans prefer not to
take side
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Merkel’s departure to leave a void in EU leadership
Germany’s role in the world is strongly linked to the role it plays within the EU.
Chancellor Angela Merkel will be stepping down as the EU’s most experienced
crisis manager after Germany’s federal elections this September leaving an
impressive legacy (including the EUR 750 bn Recovery Fund with more than
EUR 300 bn in grants). But, she is also leaving behind a political vacuum as
Merkel’s successor might be more occupied with domestic politics and coalition
management. The so-called German-French engine has powered many of the
recent landmark EU initiatives, but it remains to be seen whether French President
Macron can become the EU’s global face in the next decade. After all it was Macron
who developed the vision of “strategic autonomy” for the EU. But, he might not
be sufficiently integrative to combine the diverging interests in an EU-27. More
importantly, Macron is running for re-election in 2022.This adds uncertainty to
German-French cooperation and might imply that Europe cannot rely on an
effective leadership for the nearer future – which in turn would have an impact on
Germany’s geopolitical role (see Chart 6).

Source: ECFR, Jan 2021, The crisis of American power:
How Europeans see Biden's America

Relationship to both China and the US is under considerable flux
EU foreign subidiaries still far more
active in the US than in China
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US under Biden: It is far from certain that the rule-based multilateral (trade) order,
which is critical for the success of Germany’s economic model (see Chart 7), will
be restored under a Biden presidency. Shortly after its inauguration, the Biden
administration has re-joined the Paris Climate Agreement and the World Health
Organization. But, the primary goal of the new administration clearly is healing deep
domestic divisions. It has been a sobering moment for EU leaders when President
Biden declared he would continue the “Made in America” policy (speech from
January 25) of his predecessor and called for a “foreign policy for the middle class”.
The reform of the WTO’s appellate body (after appointing a US trade
representative) and the US position towards carbon pricing policies at federal level9
will be a key test to Biden’s commitment to multilateralism. Overall, rebooting the
transatlantic relationship does not seem to be a primary policy goal in itself for the
new administration, as the US focus is increasingly geared towards AsiaPacific.10
Germany / the EU’s China strategy. EU-China relations are under considerable
flux as well. In its 2019 ‘Strategic Outlook’ the EU described China as “a systemic
rival promoting alternative models of governance”, but also called it “a cooperation
partner with whom the EU has closely aligned objectives”. Given China’s lucrative
domestic market, economic interdependencies in terms of trade and investment
are likely to grow. The turnover of EU foreign subsidiaries in China has almost
doubled from EUR 193 bn in 2010 to EUR 368 bn in 2017 (see Chart 10).
However, the EU is poised to reduce asymmetric trade dependencies, e.g. with
respect to rare earths (see FT, Oct 19). Germany is likely to play an active role in
shaping the future relationship with China as its trade and investment
dependencies are strongest in the EU (see Chart 8). At the very end of
9
10
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SWOT analysis

11

Germany’s EU presidency, the 7-year negotiations for an EU-China Investment
Agreement (CAI) were finally concluded, but will only be signed under the French
presidency in 2022. While this contract seems rather vague in terms of committing
to China, it has certainly not helped with respect to having a fresh start with the
new US administration.

How to future-proof Germany's economic model – insights from
our SWOT analysis

Source: Deutsche Bank

Public finances are resilient to shocks

12

Budget balance (gen. gov.), % GDP

After having provided a broad-brush overview of the geopolitical and geoeconomic global backdrop, we now aim to kick-off a debate about possible
trajectories for the German economy in the post-Merkel era. Political stability in
these past decades has to a certain extent come at the expense of economic
reforms. Thus, the new government starts with a handicap in the marathon of
making the German economic model fit for the next decades. Applying the concept
of a SWOT analysis (see Chart 11), we first highlight Germany’s current strengths
and weaknesses as stylized facts. As uncertainty with respect to the evolution of the
international economic order and Germany’s position in the AI/Green-tech race is
huge, we then develop four scenarios based on different specifications of those
two parameters.
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EU-27 as Germany's top export
destination
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Sound macro framework – plenty of fiscal space. Germany has demonstrated
several times (reunification, financial crisis, corona pandemic) that it is able to
overcome severe shocks without compromising the stability of its public finances
(see Chart 12). Strong investor confidence in its creditworthiness together with
plenty of fiscal space – thanks to relatively solid pre-crisis public finances – is the
key basis for pursuing substantial counter-cyclical policies during periods of
stress. The institutional federal debt brake, limiting structural borrowing to 0.35% of
GDP, had effectively ensured that the buffers lost after the global crisis were
refilled in the pre-pandemic years.
The Single Market is tripling Germany’s home market. By being part of the EU’s
single market, German corporates have relatively frictionless access to the world’s
second largest internal market. Resulting cost advantages (e.g. via economies of
scale and low transaction costs incl. elimination of FX risks) increase the
competitiveness of German companies vis-à-vis global competitors. Moreover,
“size matters” with respect to leverage in global trade and investment deals and
regulatory power in setting global standards. In addition, the prospect of gaining
market access to the whole internal market increases Germany’s attractiveness as
investment location for non-EU corporates. The price tag of a hypothetical
“undoing of Europe” in pure trade terms (unilateral doubling of non-tariff barriers
by Germany vis-à-vis the EU) shows a 10% loss in welfare and a 9% loss in
production in real terms.11
Relatively low level of inequality. Measured by the Gini coefficient, Germany
ranks in the top third of OECD countries with the lowest inequality – reflecting
the well-developed social and redistribution system. Access to the education is
largely free, from school to academic education. There are support programs for
socially-disadvantaged pupils and students. Social participation and equal living
conditions enjoy a high priority in political decisions. Nevertheless, social
inequality or the unequal distribution of wealth in Germany is increasingly
featuring in the public debate. Rising valuations of real estate and financial
assets are viewed critically, as is the establishment of a low-wage sector.
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Nevertheless, the latter development has contributed to higher labour force
participation.
Germany remains an industrial powerhouse. Germany is one of only a few large
advanced countries that have been able to maintain a strong industrial base
(see Chart 15). It is well-known as a producer of high-end capital goods
(automotive products, mechanical and electrical engineering). But, in addition,
the complete industrial value chain is located domestically ranging from highquality metal or chemical products to plastics, technical textiles or electrical
equipment. But why could such a strong bias towards the “old economy”
possibly be a strength? German manufacturing companies – often SMEs –
develop and produce innovative and customized industrial goods for global
clients. Demand for such products is expected to increase even if the shift
towards the service economy continues. Moreover, the German manufacturing
industry is a key client for local corporate services such as development and
technical services, research institutes or logistics. Thus, a competitive “old
economy” industrial base reinforces the development of a closely linked service
sector.
Germany has a strong industrial base

15
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Big spender with respect to R&D
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The manufacturing sector is a key driver of innovation. Over the last few decades
manufacturing companies have established a close regional and scientific
cooperation. Specialized R&D institutes at universities or renowned research
facilities such as Max Planck or Fraunhofer Institutes back this up. Largely driven
by the manufacturing sector (accounting for roughly 87% of total internal and
external R&D spending), German R&D intensity increased over the last couple of
years, reaching 3.2% in 2019. R&D intensity is thus higher than in the EU, the US or
China (see Chart 16), albeit with a strong concentration on the automotive sector.
With respect to next generation technologies, Germany has been losing ground over
the last decade. According to a study screening world class patents in 58
technologies Germany is falling behind in terms of technology leadership
(semiconductors, nanotechnology, and synthetic biology). While it still was among
the top 3 countries in 47 technologies in 2000, this is the case for only 22
technologies in 2019.12
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German exports entail 10% value added from
the EU and 10% from the rest of the world

Weaknesses

17

High dependence on foreign demand. Germany’s export-dependent growth
model and high trade and investment openness served the country well during the
last couple of decades. However, high openness also renders Germany
vulnerable to exogenous shocks – be they economic or geopolitical in nature or with
respect to the architecture of global trade and investment. While German exports
are mainly geared towards the EU-27, individual sectors are more dependent
on extra-EU trade linkages (e.g. automotive industry and electrical engineering
with respect to China, machinery and equipment with respect to the US). In
addition, global value chains for key components span across even more
geographies (semiconductors, chips). Moreover, the turnover in foreign subsidies
of German companies in the US and China is increasing steadily.
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Demographic change points to a
significant decline in the labour force
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Germany lagging in terms of high-speed
broadband subscriptions
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Rapidly ageing population. Demographic change will become most apparent at
the end of the 2020s, when the so-called baby boomers (those born in the 1950s and
1960s) move out of working life into old-age retirement. Without increased
immigration or an increase in labour force participation, the labour force potential
will decrease noticeably. In turn, the number of pension recipients will increase
significantly, thus intensifying the challenges for the social system including old
age care. The retirement of many experienced workers requires an efficiently
designed transfer of institutional and enterprise-specific expertise to younger
employees in order to ensure competitiveness. Since the age structure varies
greatly from region to region, some areas in Germany will feel the effects of
demographic change earlier and more strongly than others. This is an additional
potential source of tension for economic and social policy at the federal level.
Relatively weak digital infrastructure. While Germany scores well with respect to
its physical infrastructure, the assessment of its digital infrastructure is mixed.
Germany is lagging and further losing ground in terms of fixed high-speed
broadband subscriptions (Chart 19). This is a clear negative as gigabit connectivity
for business via broadband or fibre will be a key precondition for retaining global
competitiveness. However, Germany has caught up with respect to mobile high
capacity broadband connectivity infrastructure (like 5G). 5G is a major enabler for
future digital services like IoT for machines, mobile robots in manufacturing or
autonomous driving. Parallel to official 5G networks (available for more than 20m
inhabitants) private industrial 5G networks are being set up (e.g. from Siemens).
This enables the companies to fully exploit the potential of this key technology.
Persistently low potential GDP growth. Labour, as an input factor, is suffering
from the ageing and shrinking of the population. The capital stock is currently
growing at a subdued clip and investment activity is moderate. The contribution
of total factor productivity (TFP) has – as in many other countries – recently
declined, possibly because the benefits of specialization are shrinking and
because input factors have been reallocated less efficiently. This is reflected in
the disproportionate expansion of the German services sector, with its mostly
low labour productivity. In addition, the growth of manufacturing depth has
slowed. While the economy had experienced an upswing before COVID-19, the
discussion about the structural slowdown in growth had faded since then. The
pandemic has radically exposed the deficits in the digitalisation of the German
education system and in the efficiency and effectiveness of public
administration. Fostering the diffusion of cross-sectional digital technologies in
the SME sector, but also in the education system and public administration will
be key to increase TFP.
Weak financial system. Germany’s bank-based financial system is strictly
segregated into three different pillars, but open to foreign players which have a
sizeable market share. Plain-vanilla lending to private and corporate customers
works well due to intense competition. However, the system suffers from structural
sclerosis, persistently low efficiency and poor profitability, aggravated by strong
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Potential GDP growth might fall below 1% 20
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Worst in class: Post-tax ROE of German
banks
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What next? Analysing a country via the lens of a strategic management tool, the
policy advice boils down to the following essence: keep your strengths, work on
your weaknesses and never lose sight of opportunities and threats. Summing up
the findings from our SWOT analysis yields the following to-dos for Germany: (i)
further deepening the size of the EU (digital) single market, (ii) wisely using/
maintaining its fiscal space, (iii) keeping the competitive edge in advanced
manufacturing and (iv) safeguarding a high level of social cohesion. While at the
same time it is key to improve digital infrastructure, raise potential growth by
fostering the diffusion of cross-sectoral technologies and further develop venture
capital markets. This might sound like stating the obvious, but we are only halfway through the analysis. Sketching the key threats and opportunities facing the
German economic model will provide clues as to where action is most needed
depending on how the future will play out.

Moving from SWOT analysis to scenario creation
Germany‘s "business model" (export-driven with a strong innovative industrial
base) is threatened most by a) a continued erosion of the liberal rule-based trading
and investment order and b) by falling behind in the global tech race with respect
to Green-tech, AI and IoT.
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Multilateralism – key drivers to watch
(x-axis)
- WTO reform progress
- Bilateral EU trade & investment deals
- Alternative forms of international
governance
- Non-tariff barriers vis-à-vis the EU
- Supranational climate policy framework
- Global Tech standards
- Degree of US/China decoupling
- Success of nationalist/populist parties
Source: Deutsche Bank

9

reliance on interest income which is ever more under pressure from the ECB’s
negative rates. These are also a great burden on Germany’s traditionally strong
insurance industry and its deposit- and insurance-focused private savings. Capital
markets (particularly equities) and venture capital are underdeveloped by
international standards, due to an unfavourable legal framework and a risk-averse,
status quo-oriented society.
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Thus, we pick these two threats and plot the first one on a horizontal axis, the second
one on a vertical axis (see Chart 22). Now, we identify key drivers that will define
Germany‘s position on these axes. We focus on the drivers presented in Charts 23
& 26 and assess their impact with respect to the potential direction of travel on each
of the two axes.
Step 1 - the axes of our scenario analysis

23

22

Source: Deutsche Bank

Slight improvement in the liberal world order: Momentum slightly
geared towards the right on the x-axis
Positive developments
CAI driving incremental improvements to the WTO? The US will primarily focus on
domestic issues and China will continue to foster its parallel institutions (like the
Belt & Road initiative or the 17+1 format). Still, after the first few weeks of the new
Germany Monitor
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Growth of regional trade agreements
distorted by post-Brexit deals
Number per year
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US administration, there are signs of modest improvements with respect to the
functioning of the WTO (appointment of its Director General, next step would be the
reform of the appellate body). Moreover, the recently concluded EU Investment
Agreement with China (CAI) could be symptomatic of a new era of bilateral
agreements, which are also incremental improvements to the global order. While
not formalized and terms and conditions yet to be published, the CAI could
potentially improve transparency on issues like SOEs and subsidies. At the same
time it could be a signal to China that it cannot take the current advantages of its
WTO status for granted.13 Key questions remain around the enforceability of the
agreement.
Number of regional trade agreements is growing – the second-best solution to a
revival in multilateralism (see Chart 24). The EU has recently struck trade deals with
Japan, Vietnam, and Singapore and is currently negotiating with Indonesia (see EUAsia connectivity strategy).

Accessions to an RTA
Services notifications
Goods notifications
Cumulative Notifications of RTAs in force

Alternative forms of international governance are emerging. Club governance
formats such as the G7, G20 (albeit with a mixed track record) or the recently
established Alliance for Multilateralism come to mind.

Cumulative Number of RTAs in force
Note on 2020: Most of the notifications concern bilateral
trade agreements of the UK and other states.
Source: WTO
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Made in China 2025
Targets for the domestic market share in %

Non-tariff barriers continue to increase and national regulation such as the
imposition of carbon border adjustment mechanisms (see the EU’s Green Deal)
might be a new source of disruption to the global trading system. Even if a clash of
trade and climate policies can be avoided, it will still rewrite the terms of
competitive advantage, largely to the detriment of emerging markets with a high
carbon footprint.14 Geopolitical repercussions of climate policies add a new layer of
unpredictability to the strategic planning of German exporting (and importing)
companies.

New energy vehicles
High-tech ship…
New and renewable…
Industrial robots
High performance…
Large tractors…
Mobile phone chips

Global tech standards, the free flow of data and a supranational regulatory
framework for climate policies (path to a global CO2 price range) remain wishful
thinking. These are overlapping drivers, which will be discussed in the next section
dealing with the y-axis.
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Innovation – key drivers to
watch (y-axis)

26

- Size & allocation of R&D spending
- • Climate regulation (national & foreign)
- • Industrial policy initiatives (national &
foreign)
- • European data spaces
- • Ownership of industrial data/digital twins
- • Global Tech standards as 21st century
DIN norms
- • Antitrust action in the US/EU (BigTech)
- Attraction of global talent
Source: Deutsche Bank

Negative developments

A certain degree of decoupling between the US and China is likely to continue.
There are no signs of “weaponisation” of economic (inter)dependence, but the US
will continue with “targeted export restrictions” and selective blacklisting of
Chinese companies (FAZ, Jan 11). China will continue to pursue a selective/
conditional coupling in those sectors in which it needs the technologies or
competition (see Chart 25). Thus, European/German corporates might be faced
with further supply chain risks (critical inputs) and have to cope with digital
decoupling (differing data governance, standards and tech equipment requiring
dual systems or flexible architecture by exports and investors).15
Popularity of nationalist parties is waning in Germany – but not everywhere. The
EU’s and Germany’s ability to actively safeguard the multilateral world order or
foster any second-best solution might be impaired by rising populism at a national
level. Currently polls suggest that the number of people viewing international
cooperation as a zero-sum game and expect the EU to be a protection shield against
(perceived) unfair competition from abroad is in slight decline. Still, with respect to
the upcoming elections French president Macron might be under pressure from Le
Pen to foster the concept of a “Europe that protects“.

13
14
15
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PIIE, Conference Statement by Sabine Weyand, February 2021
BCG, How an EU Carbon Border Tax could jolt world trade, 2020
Merics/EU Chamber of Commerce in China, Decoupling-Severed Ties and Patchwork
Globalisation, 2021
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Putting all eggs in one basket: R&D
concentrated on automotive industry

27
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Falling behind in technological
leadership
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US still holds a substantial lead in AI

29

Loss in innovation leadership, but still strong in technology
adoption: Slight shift upwards on the y-axis
Positive developments
Rising R&D spending with slightly more diversification. The manufacturing sector
remains the key driver of innovation, propelling Germany’s R&D intensity above the
levels of the rest of the EU, US or China. However, R&D expenditure of large
companies is heavily concentrated on the automotive industry (see Chart 27),
while it is machinery and equipment, electrical engineering or pharmaceuticals for
the SME sector. With respect to next generation technologies Germany has been
losing ground over the last decade (semiconductors, nanotechnology, and
synthetic biology) (see Chart 28). On a positive note, public R&D expenditure is
becoming more targeted towards disruptive innovation (e.g. Federal Agency for
disruptive innovation founded in 2019 following the example of the US Darpa).
Climate regulation is the key driver with respect to a continuation of the Greentech success story. Germany is likely to keep technological leadership in key areas
and reap the benefits of adopting the technologies by exporting competitive
products. Strict climate and environmental regulation in conjunction with subsidies
has helped establish companies with a focus on traditional green technologies.16
Moreover, they accelerated innovation with respect to new green technologies
(e.g. electric mobility driven by CO2 limits for passenger cars). However, an
important outlier here is the country-specific evolution of the future regulatory
framework, especially the level of subsidies (e.g. renewables, electric cars),
environmental regulation (e.g. bans on certain products or quotas) and industrial
policy initiatives (e.g. China’s manufacturing 2025 initiative). Demand for German
Green-tech exports will mostly be generated in those importing countries willing
and able to afford a strict regulatory framework. Thus, regulatory change abroad
will be a key factor to watch.
The concept of Industry 4.0 originated in Germany in 2010 – adoption is
accelerating. German companies have started to integrate the respective
technologies into their industrial production processes as well as products (e.g.
machine-to-machine communication, batch-size 1 production, remote
maintenance, connected driving and many more). They will continue to focus on
accelerating adoption, while front-running innovation also regarding the software
backbone is out of scope. Companies are also gradually making inroads with
respect to building digital twins of manufacturing processes (Industrial Digital Twin
Association founded by 20 German companies in September 2020). These digital
twins allow digital design, virtual R&D and full control over operations in real-time.

Weighted scores, 100=total

Negative developments
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Falling behind with respect to AI and big data. Germany (and the EU) are unlikely
to close the tech race with respect to AI. They struggle to transfer AI research to
viable business models and applications (EU Monitor March 18, 2020). But with
these technologies being the most important next generation cross-sectoral
technologies, what does that mean for Germany’s manufacturing sector? After
German/European companies lost out in the consumer space, the key questions
will be, (i) who will own industrial data and the tools to analyze them and (ii) who will
set the standards and terminology akin to the DIN norms in the 19th century? Access
to and knowledge of how to reap the benefits of big data/digital twins will be the key
source of profits. Hence, if the EU succeeds in the creation of a common European
16
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Filtration systems for air and water pollutants, water technologies, energy efficiency, parts of
renewable energies, sewage and waste-disposal technologies, etc.
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German firms lagging in the adoption of
advanced ITC tools

30

% of all firms adopting advanced ICT tools and
activities, 2019 or latest available year

data space for sectors like industrial manufacturing or mobility, German
manufacturing companies will be better equipped to benefit from necessary
economies of scale.
Skill set of the labour force is adjusting too slowly. Education and attraction of
global talent are key enablers for innovation and technology adoption. A shortage
of STEM, ICT and data specialists is already slowing down technological change
right now, especially with respect to the use of advanced ICT tools (see Chart
30). The share of ICT specialists in relation to the total labour force has grown
less in Germany than in other European countries.17
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Sneak Preview Germany 2030: Cast unknown, four different plots
on offer
Following the discussion of the two dimensions we have identified as key
determinants for Germany’s future and their ex ante uncertain direction, we can use
opposite specifications to derive a two-by-two matrix with possible scenarios (see
Chart 31). We deliberately apply somewhat more extreme specifications to
generate clearly separated scenarios. This should also help the reader to more
easily identify key implications.
Step 2: A glimpse into the crystal ball – four scenarios how the future might play out ...

31

Source: OECD ICT Access and Usage by Businesses
database

Source: Deutsche Bank

High-Tech Made in Germany: Huge R&D investments pay off and Germany (and
the EU) are leading the technology cycle with respect to Green-tech, smart robotics
and IoT. The increasing diffusion and use of digital technologies, also among
SMEs and the public sector, and re-skilling of the labour force has lifted
Germany’s potential growth rate. Successfully revived multilateral cooperation
leads to a convergence of global tech standards, free flow data and a
supranational regulatory framework for climate policies (path to a global CO2 price
range).
Old-fashioned export champion – distancing itself further from the technological
frontier: Germany and the EU operate in a strengthened and revamped global order
that also regulates the digital and green sphere. There is similar speed in global
climate regulation, the WTO is reformed and functional. However, as German
innovation investments were misallocated (i.e. lack of integration of digital services
into capital goods), the country is lagging with respect to the digital transformation.
Still, cooperation between German industrial companies and US tech firms results
17
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CWS/DZHW/SOFI, Bildung und Qualifikation als Grundlage der technologischen
Leistungsfähigkeit Deutschlands 2021
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in traditional capital goods being increasingly enhanced by digital technologies or
AI solutions – at the expense of German profit margins and value added of the
Germany industry.
Alone in Green-tech paradise. Germany/the EU partially succeed in the Greentech race coupled with a strong push for strategic autonomy. US/China
decoupling dynamics intensify with respect to standards, data governance and
critical inputs. Given the increasing use of economic coercion, the move towards
continental value chains is being pursued actively. Rising tariff and non-tariff
barriers lead to an increasing fragmentation of markets. German multinationals
pursue the strategy of localization of production abroad, with production being
shaped by foreign national regulation and demand.
Missing the boat – technological decline in a fragmented world: The liberal rulebased world order erodes further, it is undermined by unilateral action, deglobalization intensifies and US/China decoupling accelerates. Germany
underspent on R&D and/or invested into the wrong technologies. As US tech giants
dominate not only the B2C but also the B2B market, the German manufacturing
industry eventually loses control over its products. It is severely disrupted as the
Tech giants end up with a broader and deeper knowledge of the products,
production processes and customer requirements (via digital twins).

Outlook: Know your strengths and weaknesses and choose wisely!
A lot is at stake when Germany goes to the polls in autumn. Complacency and
reactive policies are not an option for the next government as our SWOT analysis
and our four scenarios narratives show. The pandemic has been a catalyst in
exposing weaknesses and amplified threats. The evolution of the international
trade and investment order (horizontal scenario axis) is largely beyond the control
of political and corporate actors in Germany (probably less so for European actors).
The momentum on the innovation & technology axis can definitely be influenced by
German political and corporate actors. Germany needs to use the available options
in combination with other parameters to prepare the country for a successful
future, ideally in both a world of more economic nationalism or revived
multilateralism. Strong reform effort of both, the government and corporate sector,
is needed in order to secure Germany’s place in the "High-Tech Made in Germany"
scenario. This requires (i) a proper allocation of R&D investments (private & public),
(ii) keeping the upper hand with respect to ownership of industrial data and digital
twins of manufacturing processes, (iii) an accelerated diffusion of cross-sectoral
technologies like AI and (iv) improving the skill set of the labour force (STEM
graduates, programming skills). Otherwise, the “High-Tech Made in Germany”
scenario might quickly turn out to be an unrealistic upside scenario.
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This paper is the start of a DB series accompanying this year’s German federal
election. The following papers will be looking in more detail into the key policy areas
identified here. However, in a complex and interdependent world important policy
areas cannot be analyzed in isolation. In the same vein, the new government will
need to design its policies in a holistic fashion. This can only be done against the
backdrop of realistic scenarios, highlighting developments where Germany is
largely a “taker”, while at the same time identifying those parameters German/EU
politicians can determine or at least influence.
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